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ABSTRACT

In this study, a 5-day explicit simulation of Hurricane Bonnie (1998) is performed using the fifth-generation
Pennsylvania State University–National Center for Atmospheric Research Mesoscale Model (MM5) with the
finest grid length of 4 km. The initial mass, wind, and moisture fields of the hurricane vortex are retrieved from
the Advanced Microwave Sounding Unit-A (AMSU-A) satellite measurements, and the sea surface temperature
(SST) is updated daily. It is shown that the simulated track is within 38 latitude–longitude of the best track at
the end of the 5-day integration, but with the landfalling point close to the observed. The model also reproduces
reasonably well the hurricane intensity and intensity changes, asymmetries in cloud and precipitation, as well
as the vertical structures of dynamic and thermodynamic fields in the eye and eyewall.

It is shown that the storm deepens markedly in the first 2 days, during which period its environmental vertical
shear increases substantially. It is found that this deepening could occur because of the dominant energy supply
by a strong low-level southeasterly flow into the eastern eyewall plus the presence of underlying warm SST
and favorable upper-level divergent outflow. However, the approaching of a strong upper-level northwesterly
flow tends to generate mass convergence and subsidence warming and drying, thereby suppressing the devel-
opment of deep convection in the western semicircle. This gives rise to wavenumber-1 asymmetries in clouds
and precipitation (i.e., a partial eyewall) and the eastward tilt of the eyewall and storm center. Both the observed
and simulated storms also appear to exhibit eyewall replacement scenarios in which the storms weaken as double
eyewalls appear, and then reintensify as their inner eyewalls diminish and concentric eyewalls develop. The
results indicate that the eyewall replacement process may be predictable because it appears to depend on the
large-scale flow.

1. Introduction

Many earlier observations have shown the develop-
ment of asymmetric clouds, precipitation, and winds in
tropical cyclones. For example, Miller (1958) noted that
the rainfall rates ahead of the storm center are greater
than those to the rear from hourly rain gauge data for
16 landfalling hurricanes in Florida. Burpee and Black
(1989) examined the radar reflectivity associated with
Hurricanes Alicia (1983) and Elena (1985) and found
that the maximum rain rates remain in the right-front
quadrant most times. By analyzing three-dimensional
(3D) Doppler winds in Hurricane Norbert (1984), Marks
et al. (1992) revealed that the wind field is highly asym-
metric, and the asymmetry varies with altitude, with the
maximum vertical velocity located to the left of the track
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at all levels. Franklin et al. (1993) analyzed the Doppler
winds and radar reflectivity of Hurricane Gloria (1985)
and showed that a persistent asymmetry in the eyewall
convection is associated with the vertical shear of en-
vironmental flow. In a recent study, Corbosiero and
Molinari (2002) examined the cloud-to-ground lightning
data in 35 tropical cyclones over land and within 400
km of the coast over water. They found that under the
vertical shear of exceeding 10 m s21 between 200 and
850 hPa, about 93% of flashes occur in the downshear
quadrant with a slight downshear-left preference.

The downshear-left asymmetric eyewall pattern has
also been clearly demonstrated by idealized model sim-
ulations. Using the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Lab-
oratory (GFDL) hurricane model, Bender (1997) per-
formed a series of simulations to investigate the effects
of asymmetric relative flow on the generation of asym-
metries in the eyewall. With an easterly vertical shear,
the upward motion increases significantly in the front
of the storm and decreases in the rear, and the precip-
itation maximum shifts to the left-front quadrant. Frank
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and Ritchie (1999) simulated tropical-cyclone-like vor-
tices under different vertical wind shear environments
using the fifth-generation Pennsylvania State Univer-
sity–National Center for Atmospheric Research (PSU–
NCAR) Mesoscale Model (MM5). They found that
more intense convection tends to be organized at the
left side of the shear vector, looking downshear. It
should be mentioned that using their terminology of
downshear left/right to describe the hurricane asym-
metric pattern appears to be physically clearer than us-
ing the left/right of a storm track. This is because the
distribution of intense convection can change from the
left to right of the storm track, depending upon easterly
or westerly shear, but it is always at the downshear-left
side. Recently, Rogers et al. (2003) performed a 5-day
real-data simulation of Hurricane Bonnie (1998) to in-
vestigate the role of vertical wind shear in determining
the distribution of rainfall. They also found the wave-
number-1 and downshear-left pattern in the simulated
radar reflectivity under strong vertical shear and the
symmetric (asymmetric) distribution of the accumulated
rainfall across the track of the storm when the shear
was across (along) track.

There are several hypotheses for the relationship be-
tween vertical shear and hurricane asymmetries. With a
simple slab planetary boundary layer (PBL) model, Sha-
piro (1983) found that the asymmetric winds in the PBL
are forced by the asymmetry in frictional drag associated
with the storm translation. Willoughby et al. (1984) sug-
gested a vortex stretching and compression mechanism
by which the low-level convergence and divergence
could be induced as the environmental relative flow
passes through the region of high relative vorticity. Spe-
cifically, as the low-level easterly flow crosses the vortex
from east to west, its convergence tends to moisten and
destabilize the east side of the storm, leading to deep
convective development. In contrast, the low-level di-
vergence at the west side suppresses convection through
stabilization and drying of the troposphere. This hy-
pothesis was later confirmed by Bender (1997), who
performed a vorticity budget of relative flow using an
idealized simulation. He found that asymmetries in con-
vergence and divergence, vertical motion, and accu-
mulated precipitation are all closely related to the field
of vorticity stretching. DeMaria (1996) used a two-layer
diagnostic balance model to study the effect of potential
vorticity (PV) tilt on the thermal structure of a cyclonic
vortex and found that the balanced mass field associated
with the tilted PV requires an increased midlevel tem-
perature perturbation near the vortex center. It was hy-
pothesized that the midlevel warming reduces the con-
vection and weakens the storm. In an idealized simu-
lation of the extratropical transition of a tropical cyclone
with the U. S. Navy Coupled Ocean–Atmosphere Model
Prediction System (COAMPS), Ritchie and Elsberry
(2001) noted mechanically forced subsidence resulting
from the convergence between a midlatitude flow and
the cyclone’s circulation. This subsidence tends to erode

gradually clouds and deep convection in the west to
south sectors of the storm. Because of the relatively
coarse resolution (Dx 5 15 km) they used, inner-core
structures were not examined.

In this study, we will investigate the mechanism(s)
by which inner-core asymmetries in flows, clouds, and
precipitation develop and their relationship to hurricane
intensity changes using a 5-day, high-resolution (Dx 5
4 km), real-data simulation of Hurricane Bonnie (1998)
with MM5. This storm developed a partial eyewall dur-
ing the deepening stage, a pronounced eyewall replace-
ment with double eyewalls before evolving to a near-
concentric eyewall during its maintaining phase, and
several interesting structural changes in between. Al-
though a 5-day simulation of the same case has already
been performed by Rogers et al. (2003), they used Na-
tional Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP)
analysis without bogussing a vortex in the model initial
conditions, the nudged mass and wind fields in the outer
mesh during the first 72-h integration, a simple ice mi-
crophysics scheme, and fixed sea surface temperatures
(SSTs) in time. As a result, the initial storm was 12–15
hPa weaker, but the mature storm was 30 hPa deeper
than the observed. Thus, the hurricane intensity and
intensity changes as well as inner-core structures could
not be realistically studied with their simulation.

The next section provides an overview of the storm
development. Section 3 describes the basic features of
MM5 used for this study. Section 4 presents the sim-
ulation results as verified against detailed observations.
Sections 5 and 6 discuss the impact of vertical wind
shear on the hurricane intensity changes and cloud
asymmetries, respectively. Section 7 shows the evolu-
tion of eyewall replacement with double-eyewall struc-
tures. A summary and concluding remarks are given in
the final section.

2. Overview of Hurricane Bonnie

Originating over the west coast of Africa, Bonnie had
a long life span of development. It exhibited a large
cyclonic circulation at the lower and middle levels over
Dakar, Senegal, on 14 August 1998. By 1200 UTC 19
August, its central pressure fell to 1009 hPa and reached
tropical depression stage. After 24 h, the pre-Bonnie
depression was upgraded to a tropical storm, with the
minimum pressure of 1007 hPa and maximum surface
wind of 17.5 m s21. Bonnie moved west-northwestward
under the steering flow associated with the Bermuda
high (see Figs. 1 and 2). It became a category 1 hur-
ricane at 0600 UTC 22 August, with the minimum center
pressure of 989 hPa after it entered into a favorable
upper-level anticyclonic circulation. Thereafter, Bonnie
deepened significantly, at a rate of 0.9 hPa h21, and
reached its minimum pressure of 954 hPa at 0000 UTC
24 August (see Fig. 3). Although a near-concentric eye-
wall could be seen from the National Oceanic and At-
mospheric Administration’s (NOAA’s) WP-3D aircraft
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FIG. 1. The nested model meshes, with horizontal resolutions of
36, 12, and 4 km for domains A, B, and C, respectively, superposed
with the 200-hPa wind vectors and potential vorticity (shaded at every
1 PVU) at 0000 UTC 22 Aug 1998. FIG. 2. Tracks (6 h) of Bonnie from the best analyses (light thick

lines) and the model simulation (dark thick lines), superposed with
the 5-day (0000 UTC 22–0000 UTC 27 Aug) averaged sea level
pressure (solid lines) and SST (dotted, with its value of less than
288C shaded).

FIG. 3. Time series (6 h) of the minimum central pressures (P in
hPa) and the maximum surface winds (V in m s21) from the best
analysis (solid; POBS and VOBS) and the model simulation (dashed;
PCTL and VCTL).

composite radar image at 2100 UTC 21 August (not
shown), the convective cloud structure (see Fig. 7a) was
very asymmetric, with most of the reflectivity on the
northeast side of the eyewall during most of the time
from 22 to 25 August.

After reaching its minimum central pressure, Bonnie
weakened to 960 hPa by 0600 UTC 24 August (see Fig.
3). Then, Bonnie maintained its intensity during the next
3 days until it made landfall near Wilmington, North
Carolina, at 0400 UTC 27 August, with the minimum
pressure of 964 hPa. Radar reflectivity patterns indicate
that the storm’s asymmetric structures remained until
the beginning of 25 August (not shown), and the storm
structures are more axisymmetric during the next 2 days
prior to landfall (see Fig. 7c). See the preliminary report
by Pasch et al. (2001) for a more detailed description
of the evolution of Bonnie.

To summarize, Bonnie exhibited two distinct char-
acteristics during its life span. The first one is the evo-
lution of storm intensity showing a significant deepening
for a 2-day period after reaching category 1 on 22 Au-
gust 1998, followed by a near steady state over the open
ocean during the next 3 days (i.e., 24–27 August). The
second distinct characteristic is the evolution of precip-
itation in the eyewall, that is, from a concentric eyewall
to a partial and then near-concentric eyewall during 21–
27 August. Some of the features were well sampled by
a field campaign carried out by Hurricanes at Landfall/
Third Convection and Moisture Experiment (HAL/CA-
MEX3) program. Thus, Bonnie appears to be an inter-
esting case to study the physical and dynamical pro-
cesses leading to the hurricane intensity change and
asymmetric eyewall structures.

3. Model description

In this study, Hurricane Bonnie (1998) is explicitly
simulated using the latest version (V3.4) of the PSU–
NCAR nonhydrostatic, two-way interactive, movable,
triply nested grid model (i.e., MM5; Dudhia 1993; Grell
et al. 1995) with the finest grid length of 4 km. The
model physics used include the Tao–Simpson (1993)
cloud microphysics scheme, the Kain–Fritsch (1993)
convective parameterization scheme, the Blackadar PBL
scheme (Zhang and Anthes 1982), and a cloud–radiation
interaction scheme that are all similar to those used by
Liu et al. (1997). Although no convective parameteri-
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TABLE 1. The model design.

Domain Mesh A Mesh B Mesh C

Grid points (x,y)
Grid size (km)
Time step(s)
Integration hours

180 3 142
36
90
0–120

184 3 202
12
30
B1: 0–10; B2: 10–120

163 3 163
4

10
12–120

Explicit moisture
Cumulus scheme
PBL parameterization

Tao–Simpson (1993)
Kain–Fritsch (1993)
Blackadar (1982)

Tao–Simpson (1993)
Kain–Fritsch (1993)
Blackadar (1982)

Tao–Simpson (1993)
No
Blackadar (1982)

zation is applied over the finest mesh, a shallow con-
vective scheme is used. There are 24 s levels or 23 half-
s layers in the vertical, which is the same as that used
by Liu et al. (1997). Table 1 describes the model design,
and Fig. 1 shows the model domains.

A 5-day simulation is performed, covering the initial
deepening, steady variation, and landfalling stages of
the storm, and it is initialized at 0000 UTC 22 August
with the two outmost meshes. After 10 h into the in-
tegration, the second mesh is moved once northwest-
ward from B1 to B2 to cover more realistically the
hurricane-scale flows with a limited grid area (see Fig.
1). The third mesh C is activated at 12 h into the in-
tegration, and it is automatically moved with the storm.
In this automatic mesh-movable scheme, the center of
mesh C is moved to coincide with the storm center every
6 h, with the latter determined by the maximum column-
averaged relative vorticity. Data in the leading portion
of the moving finer mesh is always interpolated from
its mother mesh (see Liu et al. 1997).

The model initial conditions and lateral boundary
conditions are obtained from the NCEP 2.58 3 2.58
global analysis, which is then enhanced by rawinsondes
and surface observations. Because the NCEP analysis
contains a vortex with a central pressure of 12 hPa weak-
er than the observed, an observation-based vortex is
incorporated into the model initial conditions. In this
initial vortex, the three-dimensional temperature and
moisture fields are retrieved from the Advanced Micro-
wave Sensing Unit-A (AMSU-A) measurements; the
asymmetric vortex flows are obtained by solving the
nonlinear balance and omega equations, using the NCEP
analysis as the lateral boundary conditions; and some
surface parameters are specified from the HAL/CA-
MEX3 observations (see Zhu et al. 2002). Since this is
a 5-day simulation, the oceanic feedback becomes an
important factor influencing the intensity of the storm.
For this reason, the SST is updated daily using the Trop-
ical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM) Microwave
Imager (TMI) level 1 standard product at 0.258 3 0.258
latitude–longitude resolution (Chelton et al. 2000). Al-
though the TMI SST can be measured underneath
clouds, there are still some missing data near the storm
center because of the contamination by heavy rainfall.
They are filled by a 3-day running mean of SST at each
grid point where the data were missed, using the data
up to the current model time. The 5-day averaged SST

distribution is given in Fig. 2, which shows more than
28C cooling along and to the north of Bonnie’s track.
According to our sensitivity test, to be shown in a forth-
coming paper, and the coupled ocean–atmosphere model
simulations of Hong et al. (2000), this SST cooling
could account for about 20-hPa central pressure changes
in simulations with or without the SST feedback.

4. Model verification

In this section, we verify the simulation results against
various observations from the HAL/CAMEX3 program
to see how well the model could reproduce the observed
hurricane intensity and structural changes. First, the sim-
ulated track is compared to the observed in Fig. 2, which
shows similar paths in the first 12 h. Then, the storm
changed its tracking direction from west-northwest to
northwest, whereas the simulated one keeps moving
west-northwestward. The simulated storm does not be-
gin to move northwestward until after 24 h. The faster
displacement is also simulated during the 12–48-h pe-
riod. As a result, the simulated track deviates from the
observed by about 200 km at 24 h. This error, carried
over until landfall, is likely caused by the model’s failure
to reproduce the weakening of the Bermuda high. Ac-
cording to Pasch et al. (2001), the ridge to the north of
Bonnie weakened temporarily, leading to the collapse
of the steering currents during the first 48 h. As the
storm broke through the subtropical high, it drifted
northward at a slower speed. By comparison, the sim-
ulated storm moves closer to the best track after 48 h,
but still with a distance error of 250 km, and it also
recurves somewhat earlier than the observed at 84 h.
Thus, the simulated landfall occurs to the northeast of
the observed by about 150 km and 20 h earlier. This
error is introduced during the first 12–48-h period, as
mentioned earlier, when Bonnie is in its deepening
phase. After landfall, the simulated storm turns north-
eastward and accelerates. Although the track follows
closely the observed, the simulated displacement is un-
realistically too fast. Therefore, the following presen-
tation will focus more on the first 108-h simulation prior
to landfall. It should be mentioned that almost all of the
then-operational model forecasts, initialized with the
NCEP analysis on 22 August, did not indicate the like-
lihood of landfall of the storm (Avila 1998). This also
appears to be one of the reasons why a dynamical nudg-
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FIG. 4. (a) Dropsonde released by DC-8 aircraft in the eye of Hurricane Bonnie at 2126
UTC 23 Aug (see Fig. 7a for its location) and (b) a simulated sounding at the eye center
at 2130 UTC 23 Aug 1998 (see Fig. 7b later for its location).

ing algorithm was used in Rogers et al. (2003) in order
to obtain a reasonable simulation of the storm track.
Our success in reproducing the hurricane track could be
attributed to the use of more complete observations,
such as the AMSU-based hurricane initial vortex and
TMI SST.

Figure 3 compares the simulated hurricane intensity
to the observed. They are in general agreement but differ
in details during the 5-day period. Initially, the modeled
storm (PCTL) deepens more rapidly than the observed
(POBS), indicating the absence of the model spinup prob-
lem. This appears to be partially attributable to the spec-
ification of relatively high moisture content in the initial
hurricane vortex. However, the model storm experiences
a slow deepening period from 12 to 30 h. This is likely
caused by the presence of a too dry environment that
fails to feed the needed energy in the PBL inflow for
the continued deepening, since the initial moisture field
outside of the hurricane vortex was not modified in the
model initial conditions (see Zhu et al. 2002). A deep-
ening rate, similar to the observed, does not occur until
the 30-h simulation, when the model storm begins to
receive comparable energy supply through the air–sea
interaction processes. The simulated storm deepens and
reaches the minimum central pressure of 954 hPa as did
the observed at 48 h. It maintains its intensity with weak
oscillations afterward, whereas the observed experi-
enced a 6-h weakening period from 48 to 54 h and
maintained its intensity between 958 and 964 hPa during
the remaining period. On average, the two storms differ
6–8 hPa during the maintenance stage. Part of this dif-
ference could clearly be attributed to the fact that the
simulated storm moves to the south of the best track in
the first 3 days, where local SST is about 28C warmer
than that to its north (see Fig. 2). Nevertheless, the two
distinct development stages of rapid deepening and slow

maintenance are considered reasonably reproduced. Of
interest is that an eyewall replacement scenario appears
from 72 to 96 h in both the observed and the modeled
storms, albeit with different periods. During this period,
the central pressure fills 2–4 hPa, followed by a deep-
ening of similar magnitude; its causes will be explored
in section 7.

The simulated maximum surface winds (VCTL) also
compare favorably to the observed (VOBS). The simu-
lated VCTL keeps increasing to about 60 m s21 until 48
h, at which time the sea level pressure is a local min-
imum and oscillates at that intensity during the main-
taining stage (Fig. 3). However, such an oscillation is
not evident in the observations; even the sea level pres-
sure field exhibits significant changes, for example, dur-
ing the periods of 30–54 h and 90–102 h. In this regard,
the simulated maximum surface wind and minimum sea
level pressure are more dynamically consistent. Again,
Bonnie’s two distinct development stages could be
clearly seen from both the simulated and observed wind
fields.

Figures 4 and 5 compare the two simulated soundings
to the observed that are taken near the eye center and
in a major rainband located at about 100 km to the
northeast of the center, respectively. Because of the
tracking errors, the sounding comparisons are made in
accordance with their relative locations to the hurricane
center. A dropsonde taken in the eye (Fig. 4) shows a
saturated layer below 800 hPa with a deep dry layer
aloft and two inversion layers: one in the 750–700-hPa
layer and the other in the 620-570-hPa layer. This sound-
ing is a typical one in the eye (Franklin et al. 1988),
and it appears to be generated by high-ue (i.e., equivalent
potential temperature) fluxes from the underlying warm
ocean and dynamically induced subsidence aloft (Zhang
et al. 2000). The simulated eye sounding is about 18–
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FIG. 5. As in Fig. 4, but in (a) the observed major rainband at 2119 UTC 23 Aug
and (b) the simulated rainband at 2130 UTC 23 Aug 1998; they are located about 100
km to the northeast of the center (see Fig. 7 later for their approximate locations).

FIG. 6. South–north vertical cross sections through the center for (a) the temperature anomalies (solid) at intervals
of 28C from the 84-h simulation valid at 1200 UTC 25 Aug and the differences (dashed, with greater than 628C
shaded) from the AMSU-A retrieved temperature (i.e., TMM5 2 TAMSU) at 0000 UTC 26 Aug and (b) the corresponding
tangential winds (solid) at intervals of 5 m s21 and the differences (dashed, with greater than 610 m s21 shaded) from
the AMSU retrieved (i.e., VMM5 2 VAMSU). Letters ‘‘W’’ and ‘‘C’’ in (a) denote the warm and cold biases, respectively,
in the modeled field.

28C warmer throughout and dryer above 500 hPa than
the observed. Nevertheless, the model sounding also
exhibits a relatively moist boundary layer below 820
hPa, albeit unsaturated, with a dry air aloft and two
inversion layers above. While occurring at approxi-
mately similar altitudes, the simulated characteristic lay-
ers are deeper than the observed, likely because of the
relatively coarse resolution in the model vertical layers.

Both the dropsonde and the simulated sounding taken
in the rainbands, where heavy precipitation occurs, dis-

play a near-saturated thermal structure up to 500 hPa
(Fig. 5) and follow closely the 248C pseudoadiabatic
contour. There is a weak cooling layer around the 08C
level (or 550 hPa) in both the simulation and obser-
vation, in association with the melting of graupel and
snow. Below 900 hPa, the dropsonde shows a dry adi-
abatic but saturated lapse rate, which is likely caused
by some instrument errors.

Figure 6 compares the simulated thermal and hori-
zontal wind fields in the west–east vertical cross sections
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FIG. 7. Comparison of the observed radar reflectivity from NOAA’s WP-3D reconnaissance
aircraft at (a) 2200 UTC 24 Aug at z 5 4572 m and (c) 1240 UTC 26 Aug at z 5 3518 m to (b)
the 51-h simulated ending 0300 UTC 24 Aug near 500 hPa and (d) the 93-h simulated ending
2100 UTC 25 Aug near 550 hPa. The symbol * in (a) and (b) shows the locations of the soundings
shown in Figs. 4 and 5; (a)–(d) have the same color scale and the same domain size of 360 km
3 360 km.

to the AMSU retrieved [see Zhu et al. (2002) for a
detailed description of the retrieval algorithm and er-
rors]. Note that the retrieved data at 0000 UTC 26 Au-
gust are compared to the simulated at 84 h because of
(a) the availability of AMSU data for such a comparison
and (b) the closest locations of the two storms (see Fig.
2). Major differences in temperature anomalies occur
below 500 hPa in the eyewall (R 5 6100 km) and below
850 hPa in rainbands (R 5 500 km), where the simulated
temperature is about 48C warmer than the retrieved.
These differences are acceptable because the AMSU
measurements tend to produce cold biases in the pres-
ence of heavy precipitation [see Zhu et al. (2002) for a
related discussion]. However, the simulated warmer
temperatures above 250 hPa in the eye and colder tem-
peratures in the layer of 200–400 hPa over the outer
regions indicate that the simulated warm core is deeper
and narrower than the retrieved partly because of dif-
ferent resolutions and partly because of different inten-

sities. Nonetheless, the stronger warm core is consistent
with the development of a more intense storm in the
model (see Fig. 3). Otherwise, the simulated tempera-
ture anomalies are in reasonable agreement with the
retrieved in most areas, including the height of the warm
core [cf. Fig. 6a herein and Fig. 4b in Zhu et al. (2002)].

Because the modeled storm has a smaller size but
stronger intensity, the radius of maximum wind (RMW)
is about 10 km smaller and the wind speeds are up to
20 m s21 stronger than the retrieved. However, the model
reproduces quite well an asymmetric wind speed struc-
ture with stronger (weaker) flow to the north (south),
similar to the AMSU retrieved [cf. Fig. 10a in Zhu et
al. (2002) and Fig. 6b herein].

Figures 7a–d compare the horizontal distribution of
simulated radar reflectivity at 51 and 93 h to the ob-
served at 2200 UTC 24 and 1240 UTC 26 August, re-
spectively. Note that because of the 200-km distance
(or equivalently, 15-h time) error after the 48-h inte-
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FIG. 8. West–east vertical cross sections of radar reflectivity
through the center from (a) NASA’s ER-2 aircraft Doppler radar dur-
ing the 1950–2010 UTC 23 Aug flight leg and (b) the 45-h simulation
valid at 2100 UTC 23 Aug 1998, superposed with in-plane flow
vectors and the vertical axes of RMW (thick solid lines) and the
minimum pressures (thick dashed lines). Horizontal wind speeds (dot-
ted lines) are shown at intervals of 10 m s21. The melting level (i.e.,
08C) is also plotted.

gration, it is more meaningful to compare the simulated
to the observed cloud asymmetries based on their closest
locations (e.g., as given in Fig. 7), particularly when
considering the impact of environmental flow. It is ev-
ident from Figs. 7a,b that both the simulated and ob-
served precipitating clouds are highly asymmetric, with
deep convection (convective and stratiform clouds) in
the northeast quadrant of the eyewall (outer regions).
The observed and simulated eyewall sizes are about 50
km in radius. Of particular interest is that little con-
vection occurs in the southwest quadrant of the storms.
This partial eyewall structure was clearly visible from
NOAA’s WP-3D radar reflectivity and TRMM rain-rate
observations as early as 0000 UTC 22 August (i.e., the
model initial time) and until 1200 UTC 25 August (not
shown). When Bonnie moved close to the east coast of
the United States, the observed reflectivity became more
axisymmetric and exhibited a near-concentric eyewall
with a radius of approximately 100 km and a weak inner
rainband at a radius of about 30 km (Fig. 7c)—an in-
dication of the eyewall replacement. The simulated re-
flectivity compares favorably to the observed in terms
of the axisymmetric cloud distribution and the eyewall
size during this stage (Fig. 7d).

Heymsfield et al. (2001) provided a comprehensive
overview of the Doppler radar observations taken in
Bonnie by ER-2 and DC-8 aircraft. Thus, it would be
of interest to examine how well the model could repro-
duce the radar-observed vertical structures. The ob-
served reflectivity shows the development of deep con-
vection in the eastern portion of the eyewall with an
echo intensity as strong as 60 dBZ in the 4–6-km layer
and precipitating clouds as deep as 14 km (Fig. 8). Like
the horizontal reflectivity pattern, deep convection and
clouds also developed in the outer rainbands (cf. Figs.
7a and 8a), which were hardly separable from those in
the eyewall except for their different intensities. In con-
trast, there were some less organized shallow rainbands
on the west and upper-level clouds near the ‘‘eye’’ center
(i.e., R 5 0 km). It is evident that the model reproduces
many of the observed vertical structures, including the
sloping eyewall and its radial size, the outer rainbands
and inseparable cloud distribution from the eastern eye-
wall, and the shallow clouds to the west. Although little
upper-level clouds are present near the eye center in this
cross section, upward motion does develop in the same
eye layers as the observed clouds (cf. Figs. 8a,b). Fur-
thermore, the simulated RMW is located about 10 km
outside of the most intense outward-titled updrafts in
the eastern eyewall, but the local RMW in the western
‘‘eyewall’’ occurs in the weak vertical motion zone and
tilts slightly inward. Of interest is that the simulated
hurricane center, defined by its minimum pressure, also
exhibits an eastward tilt with height at a slope of 2:5.
This tilt is clearly caused by the tremendous latent heat-
ing in the eastern eyewall and by the advection of the
westerly sheared flow as indicated by the in-plane flow
vectors. These features will be the subject of section 6.

Note the presence of a bright band in the observed
reflectivity at z 5 5 km that is an indicator of the height
of the melting layer. The bright band is formed largely
because of the modification of the attenuation and back-
scattering by the melting of ice particles, and it does
not mean that the rain rate is increased in this narrow
band (Sauvageot 1992). Because the Z–R relationships
used to derive the modeled radar reflectivity (Liu et al.
1997) do not consider these effects, Fig. 8b does not
show a bright band. However, the height of the simu-
lated 08C isotherm is consistent with that of the observed
bright band.

In summary, the model reproduces reasonably well
the track, intensity, inner-core structures, and evolution
of Bonnie as verified against various field observations.
Despite some timing and location errors, the simulation
results can be utilized to study the processes leading to
the development of a partial eyewall, its replacement
by a near-concentric eyewall, various intensity change
scenarios, the vertical tilt of the hurricane circulation,
the eye expansion, and the other inner-core features.

5. Intensity changes and vertical shear

Several observational and idealized modeling studies
have shown the important influences of vertical wind
shear on hurricane intensity changes (DeMaria 1996;
Bracken and Bosart 2000; Frank and Ritchie 2001;
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FIG. 9. (a) Time series of the area-averaged (i.e., 1000 km 3 1000
km; see boxes in Figs. 10 and 11) magnitude of simulated vertical
shear vectors between 200 and 850 hPa and the simulated pressure–
time cross sections of the averaged horizontal winds over the (b)
eastern and (c) western half portions of the storm (i.e., 500 km 3
1000 km; see boxes in Figs. 11 and 12). A full barb in 5 m s21. The
dashed box in (c) shows the distribution of positive vertical shears.
For the sake of comparison, the simulated 6-h minimum central pres-
sures (dashed), shown in Fig. 3, are also given in (a).

FIG. 10. Horizontal distribution of flow vectors at (a) 200 hPa with
divergence (‘‘D’’) and convergence (‘‘C’’) shaded (2.5 3 1025 s21)
and (b) 850 hPa with equivalent potential temperature ue (shaded at
intervals of 4 K); they are from the 48-h simulation valid at 0000
UTC 24 Aug 1998. Hurricane symbol denotes the location of the
minimum surface pressure. The thick dashed interior frame represents
the area used for averaging the flow fields shown in Fig. 9.

Black et al. 2002). Thus, here we examine to what extent
Bonnie’s intensity changes, given in Fig. 3, could be
explained by the vertical wind shear. For this purpose,
we show first in Fig. 9a the time series of the area-
averaged (1000 km 3 1000 km) vertical shears between
200 and 850 hPa; these two levels were typically used
to estimate vertical shears in previous studies. It is ev-
ident that the vertical shears increase in magnitude with
time and reach a peak value of 19 m s21 at 54 h. Sub-
sequently, the shear magnitude drops rapidly to about
5 m s21 at 84 h and maintains its value in the remaining
hours prior to landfall. Of importance to note is that the
storm intensifies simultaneously with the vertical shear
during the first 2 days (see Fig. 9a). This appears to
contradict with the previous findings that the vertical
shear tends to produce negative impact on the intensi-
fication of tropical cyclones (Gray 1968; Anthes 1982;
DeMaria 1996). A common explanation for this effect
is ‘‘ventilation’’ of the hurricane warm core. A recent
composite analysis of 139 storms over the Atlantic basin
by Bracken and Bosart (2000) showed that the vertical
shear between 200 and 900 hPa for developing tropical
cyclones is about 10 m s21. Black et al. (2002) found
that Hurricane Jimena (1991) was able to maintain cat-

egory 4 intensity in 13–20 m s21 shear, and Hurricane
Olivia (1994) strengthened markedly in 8 m s21 vertical
shear. Elsberry and Jeffries (1996) found that Tropical
Cyclones Omar (1992) and Steve (1993) could form and
intensify with vertical wind shears exceeding 12.5 m
s21. Apparently, the relationship between the intensity
change of tropical cyclones and vertical wind shear is
more complex than the earlier ‘‘ventilation’’ hypothesis.
Further studies are clearly needed to help understand
the impact of environmental flow on hurricane intensity
and intensity changes.

It is obvious that hurricane intensity depends essen-
tially on the magnitude and distribution of latent heat
release in the eyewall. The vertical wind shear affects
hurricane intensity through the development of deep
convection in the eyewall. An examination of the ver-
tical distribution of horizontal winds reveals that the
area-averaged vertical shears shown in Fig. 9a are made
up mostly by winds in two different air masses: a south
to southeasterly low-level jet to the east with a negative
vertical (speed) shear above the PBL (Figs. 9b and 10b)
and a strong northwesterly upper-level flow to the west
of the storm with a positive vertical (speed) shear (at
least from 30 to 54 h) (Figs. 9c and 10a). It is well
known that an increase and a decrease in horizontal
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FIG. 11. As in Fig. 10, but from the 90-h simulation valid at 1800
UTC 25 Aug 1998.

winds above the PBL have different implications for the
development of organized convective systems in mid-
latitudes. In the present case, the former (inflow) appears
to play an important role in transporting tropical high-
ue air (Fig. 10b) and cyclonic angular momentum into
the system, accounting for the development of deep con-
vection in the eastern half of the eyewall and the deep-
ening of Bonnie. Other favorable conditions that may
contribute to its rapid deepening include the presence
of (a) high SST (i.e., .28.58C) along the track until 42
h (see Fig. 2) and (b) persistent upper-level divergent,
anticyclonic outflows over the storm (see Figs. 1 and
10a).

In contrast, the increasing northwesterly flow with
height, as shown in Fig. 9c, has detrimental impact on
the intensification of Bonnie. This flow is associated
with an upper-level short-wave trough that deepens in
the middle of the two near-stationary larger-scale an-
ticyclones (cf. Figs. 10a and 1) as a result of the trans-
port of a potential vorticity anomaly from the northern
latitudes (not shown). This trough interacts with the
hurricane’s outflows, leading to a narrow annulus of
convergence in the northern semicircle (Fig. 10a). It is
this upper-level convergence zone—particularly the one
upstream, as indicated by ‘‘C’’ in Fig. 10a—that causes
the descending inflow into the western portion of the
‘‘eyewall’’ (cf. Figs. 10a and 8b). This descending in-
flow tends to suppress the local cloud development and
force the hurricane’s warm core to tilt toward the active
convective region in the eastern semicircle (Fig. 8b).
Evidently, the above-mentioned favorable conditions
must overcompensate the negative effect of the north-
westerly shear in order for the storm to intensify sig-
nificantly in the first 2 days.

The scenarios described above are to a certain extent
similar to the idealized sensitivity simulations of Frank
and Ritchie (2001), who showed a time lag between
when a vertical shear is introduced and when the storm
stops its deepening. This time lag varies from 3 h to as
long as 36 h, as the vertical shear increases from 5 to
15 m s21. Based on the above discussion, we may see
that the vertical shear introduced on the upshear side
plays a role in weakening the storm, whereas the eyewall
convection on the downshear side tends to intensify it.
The relative magnitudes between the positive and neg-
ative forcings provide a good explanation of the time
lags among the different sheared cases being tested.
Thus, our result suggests that it is necessary to examine
various parameters that determine the magnitude and
distribution of latent heat release in the eyewall, and the
previous approach of using the vertical shear to estimate
hurricane intensity change does not seem to be appli-
cable to all hurricane cases.

After 60 h, Bonnie moves northeastward farther away
from the stationary anticyclone over the Gulf of Mexico
so that the influence of upper-level flow diminishes (Fig.
11a). As a result, the eyewall undergoes a period of
rapid adjustment (see Fig. 14) with double-eyewall

structures, to be shown in section 7, that ends up with
more axisymmetric distributions of clouds and precip-
itation and storm-scale anticyclonic outflow aloft (Figs.
9b,c and 11a). However, Bonnie has now moved to a
colder ocean surface with more negative influences of
continental (dry) air mass (and later surface friction).
Moreover, the eyewall has expanded in radius with rel-
atively weak convection within. Thus, the storm is un-
able to intensify prior to landfall (i.e., from 48–102 h;
see Fig. 3).

6. Inner-core structures and vertical shear

In this section, we examine the influence of vertical
wind shear on the development of the partial eyewall
and other related inner-core structures. Figure 12 pre-
sents a time–azimuth cross section of the simulated radar
reflectivity along the updraft core at z 5 5 km. The
partial cloudy eyewall can be clearly seen as a dominant
wavenumber-1 asymmetry during the first 84-h integra-
tion. Most of the clouds and intense precipitation de-
velop in the northeast quadrant, whereas the southwest
semicircle is often cloud-free prior to 72 h. Subsequent-
ly, precipitating clouds spread quickly to form a near-
concentric eyewall. Similar features could also be seen
from the observations of NOAA’s WP-3D radar and
TRMM surface rainfall rates (not shown).

The cloud asymmetry shown in Fig. 12 could be well
related to the vertical wind shear. In fact, previous mod-
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FIG. 12. The time–azimuth cross section of the simulated radar
reflectivity along the updraft core at z 5 5 km.

FIG. 13. Time series of the azimuthal distributions of the area-
averaged vertical wind shears (solid), the maximum upward motion
(dashed), and the maximum radar reflectivity (dotted).

FIG. 14. Time and west–east cross section, through the simulated
hurricane center, of the u component (every 2.5 m s21) at z 5 11
km, the upward motion (shaded), and RMW (thick dashed) at z 5 5
km. Solid and dotted lines denote the westerly and easterly u com-
ponents, respectively.

eling studies (e.g., Frank and Ritchie 2001) showed that
tropical cyclones tend to develop wavenumber-1 asym-
metries when the mean vertical shear is greater than 5
m s21. In the present case, the wavenumber-1 asym-
metries in radar reflectivity occur in the first 72 h in
coincidence with the duration of vertical shear being
greater than 5 m s21 (cf. Figs. 9a and 12). Furthermore,
Fig. 13 shows that the maximum upward motion and
reflectivity in the eyewall are mostly located at the
downshear-left side (i.e., the northeast quadrant) during
the first 72 h. This downshear-left pattern is consistent
with the general area of continued clouds and precipi-
tation development (cf. Figs. 12 and 13), and it is similar
to that in the previous observations (e.g., Willoughby
et al. 1984; Marks et al. 1992; Franklin et al. 1993;
Black et al. 2002) and idealized simulations (e.g., Bend-
er 1997; Frank and Ritchie 1999; Ritchie and Elsberry
2001).

To help gain insight into the influence of the upper-
level westerly flow on the eyewall development, Fig.
14 shows a time and west–east cross section of the u
velocity at z 5 11 km and the upward motion at z 5 5

km. The upper-level flow during the first 12 h is near
symmetric, with an anticyclonic outflow within R 5 100
km. Subsequently, the upper-level westerly component
intensifies, reaching a peak of 19.0 m s21 by 54 h, and
dominates the western semicircle of Bonnie. It even
extends to the storm’s central core from 42 to 72 h,
clearly assisting the ventilation of warm air in the eye
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FIG. 15. Height–azimuth cross sections of temperature deviations (pos-
itive/solid, negative/dotted), radial inflow (shaded), reflectivity (thick
dashed), and in-plane flow vectors that are taken in a vertically slantwise
surface (see the changes in radius size with height on the right) through
the maximum reflectivities in the eyewall from (a) 36-, (b) 48-, and (c)
90-h simulations. They are valid at 1500 UTC 23, 0000 UTC 24, and
2100 UTC 25 Aug 1998, respectively.

(cf. Figs. 14 and 8b). The cross-sectional mass conver-
gence (divergence) corresponds well to the local descent
(ascent) in the midtroposphere that suppresses (pro-
motes) cloud development in the western (eastern) eye-
wall. Few organized updrafts appear on the west in the
first 72 h. Of interest is that little changes in the RMW
(at z 5 5 km) occur in the first 48 h despite the storm’s
rapid deepening. Subsequently, the RMW in the east
semicircle is replaced by a secondary RMW associated
with an intense outer rainband that develops at 42 h into
the simulation. Of more significance is the development
of two RMWs (and eyewall) just prior to the formation
of a near-concentric eyewall (i.e., from 84 to 90 h; see
Figs. 12 and 14). They are evidence of the eyewall
replacements and will be discussed in section 7.

Figure 15 shows how the eyewall interacts with the
environmental flows in generating the cloud asymme-
tries. At 36 h, a deep low-level moist flow transports
the high-ue air from the southeast quadrant to facilitate
the development of updrafts in the eyewall (Fig. 15a).
The ascending airstreams tilt cyclonically upward from
the southeast to northeast quadrant, as being advected
by strong swirling flows, and intensify as a result of
latent heat release. Because intense updrafts in the eye-
wall are typically supergradient (Zhang et al. 2001),
radial outflows overwhelm the north semicircle. The
warm deviations or anomalies in the upper outflow layer

(i.e., centered at z 5 10 km) result from the outward
advection of the warm eye air, according to Zhang et
al. (2002). (All deviations are obtained by subtracting
their azimuthally and radially averaged values at indi-
vidual heights.) On the other hand, the upper-level west-
erly flow begins to enter the eyewall with a deeper and
stronger inflow in the northwest. Because the environ-
mental air is cold and dry, downdrafts are initiated in
the inflow (cold advection) region, with the significant
enhancement from evaporative cooling. The dry de-
scending airstreams also tilt cyclonically, but down-
ward, thereby suppressing the developments of clouds
and precipitation in a large portion of the western ‘‘eye-
wall,’’ as indicated by the downward-tilted reflectivity
contours. In the absence of clouds and precipitation, dry
descent causes the adiabatic warming and drying, thus
generating warm anomalies in the eyewall (see Figs. 15
and 18b), despite the presence of cold advection in in-
flow regions (see Zhang et al. 2002).

During the maturing stage (i.e., at 48 h), the partial
eyewall becomes more pronounced and the vertical
wind shear nearly reaches its peak value (Fig. 9a). The
increased shearing effect is evidenced by the intensi-
fying west to northwesterly inflow, with the center shift-
ing from the northwest to the west (cf. Figs. 15a,b).
Thus, more significant descending flows appear in the
western eyewall, causing pronounced adiabatic warming
(and drying). Warm anomalies of greater than 68C with
little clouds and precipitation can be found in the lower
portion of the eyewall over the southwest quadrant. In
contrast, well-organized, intense updrafts dominate the
eastern semicircle at this stage, leading to strong su-
pergradient outflows, particularly in the upper outflow
layer where significant warm anomalies are present.
Note that this wavenumber 21 cloud asymmetric pat-
tern moves downward with time because of the presence
of the upper-level descending inflow.

A west–east vertical cross section taken by averaging
model 47- and 48-h data (Fig. 16a) shows that a major
warm core of over 88C, resulting from the upper-level
west to northwesterly descending inflow, appears inside
the RMW rather than near the eye center, as shown in
Liu et al. (1999). As compared to the storm structures
simulated 3 h earlier (cf. Figs. 16a and 8b), there are
fewer mid- to upper-level clouds and organized updrafts
near the western RMW axis, except for some associated
with propagating gravity waves (Liu et al. 1999). Only
some low-level clouds are present because of the sub-
sidence warming and drying by the upper-level inflow.
Of interest is that the subsidence-generated temperature
gradients across the western RMW axis are even greater
than those across the eastern RMW axis. Thus, one may
view Bonnie as consisting of a cloud-free portion of the
‘‘pseudoeyewall’’ and a cloudy portion of the eyewall.
Of further interest is that despite the presence of the
pronounced warm core to the west, the eye center tilts
eastward closer to the vertical axis of the eastern RMW.
The vertical tilt of the minimum pressure axis appears
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FIG. 16. As in Fig. 8b, but from the hourly average in (a) 47–48
and (b) 96–97 h that ends at 0000 UTC 24 and 0100 UTC 26 Aug
1998, respectively. The temperature deviations (dotted) are shown at
intervals of 28C. The center of the warm cores is denoted by the
letter ‘‘W.’’

to be more closely related to a warm core aloft (i.e., at
z 5 14 km) that is generated by compensating subsi-
dence associated with deep convection in the eastern
eyewall.

During the maintenance stage, the storm moves away
from the intense upper-level shearing environment (Fig.
9a) so that little organized inflow (and downdrafts) ap-
pears in the eyewall (Fig. 15c). As a result, weak to
moderate updrafts with weak supergradient outflows are
distributed in all quadrants, after upward motion is re-
covered in the western eyewall. Of particular interest is
that while updrafts in the eyewall at this time are sub-
stantially weaker than those during the maturing stage
(cf. Figs. 15b,c), the storm intensities at the two times
are quite similar (see Fig. 3). This indicates that the
hurricane intensity (in terms of the minimum surface
pressures and maximum surface winds) may not be nec-
essarily correlated to the intensity of deep convection
(or updrafts) in the eyewall, even during a storm’s life
cycle. This type of relationship was also found in ob-
servations, such as Hurricanes Gert (Willoughby et al.
1982) and Olivia (Black et al. 2002). It appears that
some other factors may have to be considered in order
to explain such a relationship.

In the present case, two such factors are the vertical
thermal structures in the eye and Bonnie’s environmen-
tal conditions. To see the former point, a west–east ver-
tical cross section through the storm center taken at 96
h is given in Fig. 16b, which shows updrafts and radar
reflectivity of similar magnitudes in both the western
and eastern eyewalls, and the distribution of a warm

core near the eye center with an upright vertical axis.
They are in significant contrast to those shown in Fig.
16a. In addition, we see the development of weaker
updrafts, more symmetries in the cross-sectional flow,
and a greater RMW compared to those shown at 48 h
(cf. Figs. 16a,b). Clearly, the vertical coherent warm-
core structure assists the maintenance of a low pressure
center below, whereas decreases in convective available
potential energy, as the storm moves into a colder ocean
surface, tend to support weak cloud development in the
eyewall. The radial ‘‘expansion’’ of the eyewall could
only explain the temporal weakening of the storm (cf.
Figs. 3 and 14), which will be discussed in the next
section.

7. Eyewall replacement and intensity changes

Because of its significance in hurricane intensity
changes, the eyewall replacement processes have at-
tracted considerable attention since the publication of
Willoughby et al. (1982). A comparison of the observed
and simulated reflectivity, given in Figs. 7, 8, and 14,
appears to suggest the development of double eyewalls
near 48 and 93 h. Because the storm’s inner-core struc-
tures change from highly asymmetric before 72 h to
near axisymmetric afterward, we will present the model-
simulated eyewall replacement scenarios during the 78–
96-h period.

Figures 17 and 18a show how the eyewall evolves
from a partial to double and a near-concentric eyewall
during the eyewall replacement period. At 78 h, the
storm still exhibits a partial ‘‘cloudy’’ eyewall ‘‘I,’’ as
represented by the most intense reflectivity at R 5 50
km, that has moved from the northeast to north quadrant
(Fig. 17a). Accompanied with the eyewall is an intense
surface pressure gradient of greater than 40 Pa km21

that coincides closely with the RMW. Of importance is
that one outer spiral rainband ‘‘O’’ at R 5 120 km begins
to propagate into the northwest to western quadrant as
the large-scale descending inflow weakens. Similarly,
more rainbands develop in the outer regions and prop-
agate cyclonically into the northwestern quadrant.

Six hours later, the rainband I in the eyewall shrinks
in width and radius, as do the outer rainbands (Figs.
17b and 18a). The outer rainbands O also intensify in
terms of upward motion, local tangential winds, and
surface pressure gradients as they move cyclonically
inward. A secondary wind maximum, similar to that
discussed by Samsury and Zipser (1995), starts to
emerge at 87 h and R 5 150 km and intensifies with
time as its RMW shrinks; they are consistent with the
moderate deepening of the storm during the period (cf.
Figs. 18a and 3). By 90 h, the inner eyewall becomes
disintegrated with a few weak convective cells, and the
inner RMW loses its characteristics starting from the
surface (see Figs. 17c and 18a). But the most intense
pressure gradients still remain underneath the eyewall
(Fig. 17c), which is consistent with that shown in Zhang
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FIG. 17. Distribution of surface pressure gradient (i.e., | =p | ; solid) at intervals of 20 Pa km21 and the layer (i.e.,
from the surface to 700 hPa) averaged reflectivities (shaded at 30 and 40 dBZ) from (a) 78-, (b) 84-, (c) 90-, and (d)
96-h simulations. Dotted lines denote the RMW or the axis of local wind maximum. Thick dashed lines are the radius
of 100 and 200 km. Letters ‘‘O’’ and ‘‘I’’ denote the outer and inner rainbands, respectively. Line NW–SE represents
the location of the vertical cross section shown in Fig. 18.

et al. (2001). On the other hand, the outer rainbands
begin to form a full circle at R 5 100 km. Clearly, the
outer rainbands O are energized at the expense of deep
convection in the inner band I by consuming the high-
ue air in the PBL that would be otherwise transported
into the inner eyewall. At 96 h, the inner eyewall van-
ishes completely with few convective cells. Meanwhile,
as the inner RMW disappears, the maximum surface
pressure gradient shifts outward to R 5 100 km (cf.
Figs. 17c,d), thus beginning the near-concentric eyewall
stage with a much greater eye size. It takes less than 6
h to complete this eyewall replacement cycle. This phe-
nomenon is similar to the so-called concentric eyewall
cycle, as described by Willoughby et al. (1982). After
the complete dissipation of the inner eyewall, the
storm’s intensification may resume. This is indeed the
case during the maintenance stage of Bonnie (see Fig.

3). One can also notice that despite the rapid dissipation
of the inner eyewall, little changes occur in the radial
gradient of tangential flow (Fig. 18a). This clearly rep-
resents the slow manifold nature of (gradient) balanced
flow in the eye.

Finally, Fig. 18b shows the vertical cross-sectional
structures of the double RMWs or eyewalls during the
transition period. Note the development of various per-
turbations in horizontal winds, each of which corre-
sponds to a rainband. These perturbations result most
likely from the locally enhanced pressure gradient force
associated with latent heat release aloft. Of relevance
here is the two local wind maxima (R1 and R2) associated
with the two major rainbands (I and O). Their RMWs
are generally located outside of the updraft core in the
rainbands except in the PBL, which is consistent with
the relationship between the eyewall and RMW shown
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FIG. 18. (a) Time and NW–SE cross section of the horizontal wind
speed at intervals of 5 m s21 at z 5 3 km and (b) vertical cross
section of the horizontal wind speed at intervals of 5 m s21 along
line NW–SE, given in Fig. 17, from the 87-h simulation. Shadings
denote the simulated radar reflectivity at 30 and 40 dBZ and thick
dashed lines denote the axes of the RMW. Letters ‘‘O’’ and ‘‘I’’ denote
the outer and inner rainbands, respectively.

in Liu et al. (1999). At this time, the inner and outer
rainbands are of similar intensity, but the former one
weakens rapidly afterward, particularly for the south-
eastern rainband (Fig. 17). Because the flow within the
inner RMW (i.e., R1) is more inertially stable than that
outside, it experiences little changes in intensity and
structure with time (cf. Figs. 18a,b). In contrast, the
outer RMW (i.e., R2) tends to shrink in size, accounting
for the deepening of the storm during the 84–96-h pe-
riod (cf. Figs. 18a and 3).

8. Summary and conclusions

In this study, a 5-day explicit simulation of Hurricane
Bonnie (1998) is performed using the MM5 with triply
nested grids and the finest grid size of 4 km. This sim-
ulation covers an initial deepening stage with a partial

eyewall, a maintenance stage with eyewall replace-
ments, and a partial landfall stage of the storm. The
model initial and lateral boundary conditions are ob-
tained from NCEP’s global analysis, which is then en-
hanced by rawinsondes and surface observations. The
initial hurricane vortex properties (i.e., temperature,
winds, and moisture) are retrieved from the AMSU sat-
ellite data. The SST is updated daily, according to the
TMI observations, to simulate the oceanic feedback un-
der high wind conditions.

As verified against various observations and the best
analysis, the 5-day simulation captures reasonably well
the evolution and basic structures of the storm. The
simulated track is within 38 latitude–longitude of the
best track at the end of the 5-day integration, with the
landfalling point close to the observed. However, the
simulated storm appears to move faster than the ob-
served, with the landfalling time about 15 h earlier than
the observed. This could be attributed to the model’s
failure to capture Bonnie’s slow-moving stage from 24
to 48 h, during which period the simulated track is too
far to the west of the observed. The simulated intensity
changes during the 5-day period compare favorably to
the observed, including the marked deepening in the
first 2 days and its subsequent maintenance stage with
some intensity fluctuations. Nevertheless, the simulated
intensity is about 8 hPa deeper than the observed after
the first 2-day integration partly because of its propa-
gation over an ocean surface that is about 28C warmer
than the observed and partly because of some deficien-
cies in the model physics. The MM5 also reproduces
reasonably well the thermodynamic and dynamic struc-
tures in the eye and eyewall, as well as the structures
and evolution of clouds and precipitation. They include
the development of a partial eyewall, its replacement
by a near-concentric eyewall with a greater eye size,
and the eastward tilt of the hurricane circulations.

The effects of vertical wind shear on intensity changes
and cloud asymmetries are examined using the model
simulation, and can be described with the aid of Fig.
19, which shows a conceptual model of the eyewall
evolution in the present case. We found that the storm-
scale averaged vertical shear could not explain why
Bonnie could deepen markedly with increasing vertical
shear in the first 2 days. Our analysis shows the Bonnie
could intensify because of the development of intense
convection in the eastern eyewall with the high-ue air
fed by a strong low-level southeasterly flow. Warm SST
and the presence of a favorable large-scale flow aloft
also appear to contribute indirectly to the deepening of
the storm. In contrast, the existence of upper-level large-
scale west to northwesterly (positive) shear tends to
have detrimental impact on hurricane intensity. This ver-
tical shear tends to suppress cloud development in the
west semicircle through descending inflow of low-ue air,
causing the warming and drying of the eyewall layers
(Fig. 19a). This subsidence warming accounts for the
generation of an intense warm core (e.g., .88C) inside,
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FIG. 19. A schematic conceptual model of the eyewall evolution
during the two different development (i.e., intensifying and main-
tenance) stages in west–east vertical cross sections, showing the en-
vironmental vertical shear, the eyewall clouds, subsidence warming
(with its core denoted by ‘‘W’’), spiral rainbands, and the axes of
updraft core (arrows) and minimum pressure (dashed).

but close to the western RMW axis with strong thermal
gradients across. As a consequence, wavenumber-1
asymmetries in clouds and precipitation develop under
the influences of negative vertical shear to the east and
positive vertical shear to the west. This explanation does
not contradict those found in previous studies, that is,
with clouds and precipitation located on the downshear
side (e.g., the northeastern quadrant in the present case).

It is shown that the RMW increases from about 50
to 100 km during the 78–90-h period. As indicated by
both the simulation and observations, this radial expan-
sion results from an eyewall replacement process (cf.
Figs. 19a,b). It is found from the simulation that outer
spiral rainbands, with new convective development,
move into the west semicircle as the negative influence
of the upper-level west to northwesterly shear dimin-
ishes after 72 h. As a result, the outer rainbands encircle
at R . 100 km around the inner eyewall and organize
into a near-concentric outer eyewall (Fig. 19b). This new
eyewall tends to prevent the high-ue air and angular
momentum in the outer regions from being transported
into the inner eyewall, thereby causing the rapid dis-
sipation of deep convection in it. This process gives rise
to the formation of double eyewalls during a 6-h tran-
sition period, each accompanied by a local wind max-
imum located outside of the updraft core in the rain-
bands except in the PBL. The storm weakens prior to
and deepens after the eyewall replacement, which is
consistent with the previous observational finding. The
results indicate that the eyewall replacement phenomena

may have a certain degree of predictability because they
appear to depend on the evolution of large-scale flows.

In part II of this series of papers, several sensitivity
experiments will be conducted to examine the effects
of various physical processes on the hurricane intensity
and intensity changes and the development of cloud
asymmetries, as well as the eyewall replacement pro-
cess.
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